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ABSTRACT: Fans all over the world are captivated by the intense cricket competition known as the Indian Premier 
League (IPL). For fanatics, there's an additional level of thrill when they can predict the result of these contests. In 
order to anticipate IPL match scores, this project explores the field of cricket analytics by creating a model based on 
Python. The model makes use of numerous variables that have a big impact on how a match plays out. Among these 
are: 
Team Dynamics: A significant factor in deciding the ultimate score is the past results of the bowling and batting teams. 
Pitch Conditions: A pitch's ability to support batting or bowling can have a big impact on how many runs are scored. 
Match Progression: The pressure on the batting team and scoring rate are reflected in the current over (beginning 
innings, middle over, and death over). 
Wicket Loss Instinct. 
The model seeks to understand the intricate relationships between different game elements and how they affect the 
overall score by examining five crucial elements. This research offers a data-driven method for predicting IPL match 
scores, adding to the expanding field of sports analytics. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 
The excitement of picking the outcome of your most anticipated IPL match can only be imagined! This project uses 
machine learning to create a Python-based model for IPL score prediction, bringing that thrill one step closer. 
Computers can learn through machine learning, and in this case, the data is all about previous Indian Premier League 
matches. Information on the teams involved, the kind of surface, and even the number of wickets taken so far will be 
fed into the algorithm 
We'll be employing the specific machine learning method known as linear regression. This facilitates the model's 
ability to discern connections between the final score and these other elements. The algorithm will learn to "predict" the 
score for a new match based on comparable circumstances by examining trends in previous matches. 

II. DATA RESOURCES 

 
Method Gathering pertinent information is the first stage in forecasting cricket matches. Data from previous matches 
can offer insightful information on player statistics and team performance. Weather-related information, such humidity 
and temperature, can also affect how a match turns out also the pitch conditions also affect the final result of the match. 
A key component of creating a successful ML model for cricket match prediction is choosing the right dataset. 
Data Quality: The dataset should be of high quality, with minimal errors and missing values. 
Data Availability: The dataset should contain a sufficient number of observations to train the AI model effectively. 
Ideally, the dataset should cover a wide range of matches. 
Relevant Features: The dataset should contain relevant features that are known to impact the outcome of a cricket 
match.  
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Data Granularity: The dataset should have the appropriate granularity to support the prediction task. 
Overall, selecting a suitable dataset for cricket match prediction using ML requires careful consideration of several 
factors, including data quality, availability, relevance, granularity, and diversity. By selecting a suitable dataset, ML 
models can be trained effectively to predict the outcome of cricket matches accurately. 

III. PREPROCESSING 

 
The next step in predicting cricket matches is to pre-process the data. Data pre-processing involves cleaning the data, 
handling missing values, and transforming the data into a format suitable for machine learning algorithms. Cleaning the 
data involves removing irrelevant data and correcting errors. Here's an example of a cricket dataset that can be used to 
train AI models for predicting cricket match outcomes: 
Match details: This includes information about the match, such as the date, venue, and format (e.g., Test, ODI, T20). 
Team statistics: This includes information about the performance of the two teams, such as the win-loss record, 
batting and bowling averages, and run rate. 
Player statistics: This includes information about the performance of individual players, such as batting and bowling 
averages, strike rates, and player rankings. 
Pitch conditions: This includes information about the pitch conditions, such as the type of pitch, grass cover, and 
weather conditions. 
Toss details: This includes information about which team won the toss and chose to bat or bowl first. 
Inning details: This includes information about each team's innings, such as the total runs scored, wickets taken, and 
run rate. 
Outcome details: This includes information about the outcome of the match, such as which team won, the margin of 
victory, and the number of over remaining. 

IV. DATASET  FEATURES 

We are employing an ML-based strategy. Hence, a dataset, algorithmic training of that dataset, and model testing are 
the fundamental needs of a machine learning algorithm. Thus, we have imported the Kaggle dataset. Later on, using 
Linear Regression for scoring prediction, the accuracy was calculated and improved. 

Score Prediction: For this project, we have collected data of all the IPL matches played from 2008 to 2017. The dataset 
consists of 76015 numbers of rows. Dataset consists 15 columns over which we applied feature selection techniques 
and selected 8 features in which all 8 are input feature. The attributes selected were bat team, bowl team, type of pitch 
over, runs, wickets, runs in previous 5 over, wickets in previous 5 over for score prediction. 
 

Table 1. Dataset attributes and their values 

Attributes Values 

Batting team Batting team names 
among 8 names in 
IPL 

Bowling team Bowling team names 
among 8 names in 
IPL 

Venue The stadium name 
Pitch The type of pitch 

among 6 types of 
pitches 

Over Value > 5 over 
Runs 0-770 
Wickets 0-10 
Runs scored in previous 5 
over 

0-770 

Wickets lost in previous 5 
over 

1-10 

Total runs 0-770 
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V. FEATURE SELECTION 

 
The features taken in this project are the team name that is the batting and bowling team name, the name of the stadium, 
the type of pitch, the current over(the current over should be greater than 5 or equal because the previous 5 over are 
important for prediction), runs scored in current over, wickets lost in current over, runs scored in previous 5 over, 
wickets lost in previous 5 over. These inputs would help predict the score range of the inputted batting team. 

VI. BLOCK DIAGRAM AND METHODOLOGY 

Using the pandas library, import the dataset in the first place. Next, pre process the dataset by identifying any null 
values and replacing them with the mean or median values for each corresponding column. Number values are assigned 
to the categorical data in the columns. Subsequently, the dataset is subjected to feature selection procedures, which 
identify only the best collection of characteristics. The dataset defines the set of input features (X) and the output (Y). 
The output feature is dependent upon the input features, but the input features are independent of one another.   
Following the import of the library and the creation of the ML Model, the data is split into training and testing subsets 
using the train-split-test approach. Training the ML Model with training data and making predictions with test data is 
the next step. Subsequently, the model's correctness can be determined by calculating the ratio between the anticipated 
and actual testing results. Every ML algorithm does this process again, and the accuracy of each algorithm is 
determined. Ultimately, an accuracy comparison is conducted between the algorithms to identify the optimal approach 
for this dataset. 

 

 
 

VII. ALGORITHM 

 
We have used the regression algorithm that is the Linear Regression. 
Regression : Regression analysis predicts a continuous value by utilizing many algorithms for calculation. The goal 
variable is the continuous range value, and a specific set of variables are used as the input. Regression methods are 
utilized in different ways depending on the application. Different regression approaches exist. of which the score is 
predicted using the ridge, lasso, and linear methods. 
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Linear regression : Linear regression is used to predict continuous values. The machine learning algorithms are given 
some known parameters, and their output is a prediction of continuous values. It is not applicable to the classification 
issues. The suggested model uses linear regression to predict the score.  
 

 
 

Figure 2 : Linear Regression 
 

Ridge regression: The continuous values can also be predicted using ridge regression. Ridge regression is utilized 
when multicollinearity (correlations between predictor variables) is present in the data and the variables used for the 
prediction are more than the observations of multicollinearity. 
Lasso regression :  This kind of linear regression is employed to forecast continuous values.  
Within the lasso regression, shrinkage is employed. Shrinkage happens when data values are focused on the focal point.  
Data values that shrink toward a mean or other center point are referred to as shrinkage. Simple, sparse models are 
encouraged by the lasso approach. 

Score Prediction algorithms : It is found that for the score prediction the linear regression is giving the more accuracy 
as compared to Ridge regression and Lasso regression. 

Table II 

Accuracy of score predicting models 

Algorithm Accuracy 

Linear Regression 80.92 
Lasso Regression 80.45 
Ridge Regression 80.84 

 
As we can see, the linear regression produces the best accuracy result for the score prediction. Thus, the following is 
the linear regression formula used to obtain the theoretical result: 

y = Bo + B1 * x ... (linear regression equation)  
So here, y is the dependent variable 
 x is independent variable  

B0 is bias coefficient & 
B1 is coefficient of x 
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VIII. IMPLEMENTATION OF GUI 

 

 
Figure 3 : Score Prediction Model UI 

 

 
Figure 4 : Input to Score Prediction Model 

 
The model did not produce the exact output that was predicted. Thus, in order to improve the model's accuracy, we add 
and subtract 3 to get the score range that is depicted in Fig. 5. Therefore, our model is generally effective.  
 

 
Figure 5 : Score Prediction Result 

 

IX. LIMITATION 

 
There are certain restrictions when it comes to using AI methods to forecast cricket matches. The availability of data is 
one of the primary constraints. Data can be scarce, particularly for players and teams with less notoriety. In out project 
the data set which we have used is from 2008 to 2017. The reason for selecting this dataset is the alteration in the team 
players, in the current years the team configuration changed as there was alteration in the team players. The opaqueness 
of machine learning models is another drawback. Finding the elements that go into the model's prediction can be tough 
with machine learning models since they can be intricate and tricky to understand. In real time, as years pass by, the 
age of players should be taken in consideration. As the players get old, their performance in the matches get affected a 
bit. Also this prediction carried out on the current features would vary if the team players change dynamically. 
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X. FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTION 

There is potential for further research in the domain of artificial intelligence approaches applied to cricket match 
prediction. Subsequent investigations may concentrate on creating novel machine learning models that can manage 
incomplete data and enhance forecast precision. Research may also concentrate on finding novel characteristics, 
including athlete fitness levels and injury histories that can raise forecast accuracy. Cricket is a complicated sport with 
a lot of non-linear feature connections. More precise forecasts and insights can be obtained by investigating non-linear 
relationships. 

XI. CONCLUSION  

 
In conclusion, the use of AI in predicting cricket matches has shown promising results. Various AI techniques such 

as Logistic Regression have been used to predict the outcome of cricket matches. The data used in cricket match 

prediction includes team names that is batting team and balling team names, pitch conditions, the current over, runs 

scored in the current going over, wickets lost in the current going over, runs scored in previous five over and the 

wickets ost in the previous five over. A case study was presented on using Decision Trees to predict the outcome of 

T20 cricket matches. While there has been significant progress in using AI for cricket match prediction, there are still 

many research areas that require further investigation. The use of advanced AI techniques, integration of unstructured 

data, incorporation of real-time data, and exploring non-linear relationships are some of the potential future research 

directions. The future of AI in cricket match prediction is bright, and we can expect further advancements in the field in 

the coming years. 
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